Departure for Madrid the 19th November 2015, I’m anxious because it’s the first time than I am take an airplane.

1st Day:

This is our hotel, for 1 month.
2\textsuperscript{nd} Day in Madrid:

An employee at the hotel, Alejandro, gave us a tour of Madrid.

My favorite place, el Parque del Retiro! It’s amazing!
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Le Palais de Cristal:

This letter explains the man's death

The Laure face, she was read!
The bones hanging around Jesus, are a little scary…

The night in Madrid, it’s just beautiful!
And the people are very special..

Little Mexican Bar! With Alejandro, Karine, Alexia and Laure.

4th day in Madrid:
**My Travel Journal!!!**

**Sangria** (red wine, orange, lemon, rhum, sugar, vanilla pod, cinnamon powder, lemonade)

*Pinchos Tortilla*

*Pinchos Houmous*

*Patatas Bravas*

*Pinchos Burrata*
With Laure, we were lost in Madrid, and to return to the Hotel, we had to walk 2 km. And we passed behind the Stade Vicente Calderon.
The seminars:

**Primark:**

It’s amazing and great for people who love shopping.

When I worked at night, with the second chef, we cooked, and here, it was around the cheese.
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Jardines de Sabatini:

Le Palais Royal:
My Travel Journal!!!

Traditional Spanish costume

Mercado San Miguel

Plaza Mayor, Christmas Market.

It's a typical drink in Spain (water and lemon)
It's the last evening..

It's a wonderful group!

Bye bye Madrid!
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